Chronology of UFO sightings over Kiev

1065 - On the strange phenomena in the sky over Kiev mentioned by Nestor the Chronicler:
"The Year 6573 (1065). It was a sign in the West: the great star with rays, as it were bloody from
the evening went back to the sky after sunset, and it was seven days "(Nestor-Letopisets.
Chronicle, D. Lavrov. Aliens" were getting "more of Nestor the Chronicler / / gas . "Today",
08.29.2000).
1091 - The Kiev land comet observed: "... the greatest of recession snake from heaven." And also
"Circle was great in heaven." Rather, it was falling to the ground car: "... to behold the same time
knock the earth, Thou didst suffer many slyshasha" (E. Borisenkov, V. Pasetsky. Millennial
chronicle the extraordinary phenomena of nature. - Moscow, 1988).
XII century. - "It was a sign of the river Dnieper, not far from Kiev: flying in the sky like a fiery
circle and changed the direction ... and that was the day" (Hypation Chronicle).
1110 - February 11, the Assumption of the eigenvalues. Seen pillar of fire.
1144 - "It was a sign of the river Dnieper, not far from Kiev: flying in the sky like a fiery circle
and changed the direction ... and that was the day" (Hypation Chronicle). "It was a sign of the
Dnieper River in Kiev district. It flew through the sky to the earth as a fiery circle, and left a trail
in the form of a large snake. Should be maintained for about an hour and then cleared "(L.
Zamoyski. UFOs. They are already here. - Moscow, 2003).
1230 - From the sky came the "fire great" in the form of clouds over the river Lybid (E.
Borisenkov, V. Pasetsky. Millennial chronicle the extraordinary phenomena of nature. Moscow, 1988).
XV century. - "On the day of the Divine Liturgy, many parishioners have seen over the Church
of the Nativity in the sky like a cloud stretched thin. Here, then saw the likeness of the image,
rising to the sky "(Nikon Chronicle).
1662 - November 29, in Kiev, Kiev and across the province saw a strange sign. After sunset, a
big star and a long appeared in the sky like lightning. She was hanging around half an hour.
Then, in the place as if a cloud has appeared dull and small. The sky closed, and the fire began to
fall to the ground. Then he climbed up into the cloud, and in this cloud of smoke and the noise
was like thunder, a long time. The earth shook and shook the house, and many people from
horror fall to the ground. And all sorts of animals in a heap of rushing home, holding half-eaten
food with their mouths, their heads raised to the sky and roared, as if dying. Such was observed
in the Mont St. Cyril. "... All lit up, both inside buildings and neighborhoods. From the place
where the star appeared as though a cloud of murky, and it stretches from the sky like a great
serpent, the head is on fire ... and he walked out of the smoke and the noise and thunder ... and
the fire did not fall to the ground, and walked through the our monastery "(V. Kratochvíle. UFOs
in ancient chronicles, / /" An interesting paper ", № 2 2000).
1685 - General-chief Patrick Gordon, who served in Kiev, June 1, left the following note: "I
went to the island to look at their horses, and found them in good condition. In the evening,
shortly before the village of the sun appeared in the west a fiery serpent, which first flew up like
a rocket, and then began to fade and disappear within half an hour "(D. Lavrov. Second
Millennium: chronicle of anomalous phenomena / / gas." Today "12/23/2000).

1859 - The Kyiv and Volyn provinces there have been numerous appearance neopoznanyh
objects (J. Socko. UFO: Made in Ukraine. - The "UFO in Ukraine", ufoinukraine.hut.ru).
1892 - Spring-autumn. Large flyap over Ukraine. Over Kiev seen dozens of unidentified objects
(Makarov. Preparing for the end of the world ... / / gas. "Facts and Comments", 16.06.2005). The
newspaper "Kyiv the word" reported that in late March over Kiev was seen spherical object (M.
Gerstein. On the other side of the UFO. - St. Petersburg., 2001).
1899 - November 15, in Kiev, Kiev and across the province have seen at midnight, as high in the
sky there was a long narrow, in the form of arrows, brightly lit bar. It seemed as though
composed of two parts, interrupted in the middle of the thin line. In the middle parts were visible
on two more light and bright elongated nucleus. Upon closer observation it seemed that these
nuclei are then compressed, it expands, like a ring worm. Under this bright arrow closer to the
horizon stretched a glow as if from a fire hidden under a thin veil of clouds. This luminous arrow
could be observed for about an hour, then it gradually went out, while not quite disappeared from
the horizon. On the borders of Kiev and Podolia provinces reported that "... close to the
phenomenon observed was a fall of two meteors, one of whom seemed to be quite large" (M.
Gerstein. On the other side of the UFO. - St. Petersburg., 2001).
1959 - Autumn. At 9 pm, AL Krylov, and A. Vashchenko while on Golosiyivska Sq., Observed
at high altitude fireball slowly flew away and disappeared into the forest Holoseievski ("Cosmic
guests" over the Ukraine / / Well. "Knowledge is the Pratzen" № 1 1967).
1961 - May. About 20 o'clock at night. In the sky over Kiev seen flying right systems are
different in size yellow ellipses. Rather, they were at a considerable height, as flying very slowly
(According to UFO Portal UFODOS, ufodos.org.ua).
;
1962 - St. Andrew's descent over hundreds of people have seen dozens of "flying saucers", flown
over the "House of Richard" Crane systems (J. Socko. UFO: Made in Ukraine. - The "UFO in
Ukraine», ufoinukraine.hut.ru).
1963 - October 30. From 18.40 to 18.50 seen a UFO group. They moved from west to south
(toward the Aral Sea) and all the bright shining silvery-white light. Surveillance in the district of
Central Stadium (NSK "Olympic"), the objects passed over the house of the pioneers in the
street. I. Mazepa (January Uprising) 13. Flight altitude was 470-480 m. The UFO speed 40-50
km / h (Russian UFO Digest number 5, December 2000 (part 4).
1975 - September, evening. In the northwestern part of the sky (in the direction of the TV tower)
was seen flying shiny flat disc of metal type. He flew, spinning and swaying from side to side.
The disc was flying at an altitude of about 50 degrees above the horizon. Brightness - slightly
weaker than Venus. The edges shone more than the middle. The observations took place from
the street. Lenin (J. Socko. UFO: Made in Ukraine. - The "UFO in Ukraine»,
ufoinukraine.hut.ru).
1978 - December 14. In 1130 over Pechersk Lavra seen tarelkoobrazny object. Color dark
grayish-brown, without light and glare. Fly slowly over Laura toward the Dnieper along a
winding path, hoisted up sharply. Uneven nature of the flight - UFO "hovered and swayed as the
buoy on the waves." The approximate size of the object - 5.10 m (V. Azhazha. A different life. M., 1998, on the national archives UFO Ukraine, http://ufobua.org.ua).
1980 - Summer. Above the barrel-shaped UFO seen hydro (According to UFO Portal UFODOS,
ufodos.org.ua).

1983 - December 2. Late in the evening the caravan of colored lights silently crossed the territory
of Ukraine to the north-west to south-east through the Kovel-Kiev-Zolotonosha GorlovkaMakeyevka. In the capital, saw a UFO in 21 hours 47 minutes. The object was flying very low
with flashing lights. Resembled a rocket that is elongated along the sides, but with a spherical
cabin (on other evidence, the object looked like a jellyfish). Back out and fire gases. Side of the
tail, middle and top of the casing lights burned. The object flew silently, not uttering a single
sound. Number of witnesses have experienced fear (D. Lavrov. Second Millennium: Chronicle
of anomalies / / gas. "Today", 23.12.2000).
1984 - 17 May. Airport radar at 22.30 recorded on an azimuth of 50 ° at a distance of 14 km
uncertainty, knowing the purpose, the observed steady for 15-20 seconds and then suddenly
disappeared. Then there was about 22.45 in azimuth 140 ° at a distance of 12 km and as suddenly
disappeared. Later, the label of unidentified targets (290-340 °) with very low reflectivity at a
distance of 15-32 km. The objectives of moving at speeds from 800 to 1500 km / hour. At 23:00
the radar near Kiev marked the appearance of an unidentified target. Simultaneously above the
city center, the direction to the east, flying triangular object. Over the outskirts of the city turned
the facility in the north-east and was gone. Speed is defined in the 3600 km / h (Materials UFO
site, ufozone.h1.ru).
1987 - In the book, I. Tsarev, "Planet of the ghosts" refers to the abduction of "aliens" in Kiev
teenager. At home he was away exactly a week. According to the boy's aircraft aliens resemble
the shape of the barrel.
1988 - Over the hills of the Botanical Gardens in Vidubichi for a few nights of August (from 25
to 26, 26/27, 27/28 and 28/29) heard a strong rumble. In the sky appeared a luminous point, and
was fast approaching to land. The point of turning into a fire burning in the air about fifty meters
from the summit. The object was observed for 15 minutes, then rose up, and decreased to the
point of disappearing (13 Raokriom. Mystery of thunder. - Author's site Raokrioma,
raokriomrati.com). September: The observed two glowing objects hanging above the chimney of
a nuclear reactor of the Kiev Institute for Nuclear Research, located in the district of the ENEA
(V. Kratochvíle. UFO - a time machine. - K., 1993).
1989 - June 14: At 15.32 on the water park trugolny Seen UFOs (VA Chernobrov. Chronicles of
visits UFOs. - Architectural project "Kosmopoisk», kosmopoisk.org). June 24: In the district of
the residential district Obolon hung a shimmering square of UFOs. The object has been
photographed many times, but the manifestation of the film image is not found (According to
UFO Portal UFODOS, ufodos.org.ua). June 30: Between 21.00 and 22.00 Rainbow over the lake
at a height of 0.5-1 km oval seen fiery body. Then the flame was extinguished, moving only a
silvery-white balloon. "Our movement was some sort of slow, although consciousness was
clear," - said the witness O. Lerman (according to the National Archives UFO Ukraine,
http://ufobua.org.ua). July 4: In place Hydropark sensational in its time meeting certain
Prokofyevna Faith, her friends and a six-year girl (the daughter of a friend) with three "tourists"
to dress "the color of silver," which had "the same person with big eyes, emitting light, and long
golden hair. " The sentence "ride" on a spaceship frightened women flatly rejected. Stood on the
shore of the bay device, "like a huge barrel of a circular antenna." The aliens came inside, after
which he began to rise slowly, and then in seconds soared into the sky (D. Lavrov. Second
Millennium: chronicle of anomalous phenomena / / gas. "Today", 23.12.2000). November 12:
Locators in the defense recorded a 18.47 at 400 m above the ENEA glowing pulsating object in
the form of a cross. Exiled to intercept fighter found nothing. Observed object and the visual: "...
a white cross, a rectangle, but it seemed a fiery spiral, as if it is pulsating, illuminated" (J. Socko.
UFO: Made in Ukraine. - The "UFO in Ukraine», ufoinukraine.hut.ru) . Other witnesses claimed

to have seen over VDHH object like a ball of fire. November 29: Evening. The family watched
the bright Krawcewicz ball, which stretched into an ellipse, and then turned into a brilliant fiery
cross. At its center was something like a rocket nozzle, from which flowed the flow of whiteorange flame. UFO was moving in the direction of ENEA. By 19.20 UFO became a shimmering
dot (Under the sign of the cross / / the gas. "Pravda Ukrainy", 07.01.1990). 5 December:
Astronomers Observatory, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine at 20.00 was observed over the
airport, "Juliani," "an oblong body, without wings," flashers "and stabilizers, which emanated
from the blinding shine bright to dark red," and slowly moved toward Holoseievski forest.
Having made over the observatory circle, phantom disappeared in the north-west direction (D.
Lavrov. Second Millennium: chronicle of anomalous phenomena / / gas. "Today", 12.23.2000).
20 December: At 19:30 the aircraft which went in to land at the airport "Zhulyany" friends with
UFOs. Flashed the flash, the plane jerked and injury landed (According to UFO Portal
UFODOS, ufodos.org.ua). At 20.00 a glowing UFO, coming from the Irpin, was seen over the
Central Stadium (NSK "Olympic") (V. Kratochvíle. UFO - a time machine. - K., 1993). Above
Pechersk Lavra for 40 minutes hung a ball of fire. It flickered and changed its shape. The witness
- journalist Kalenskaya L. (J. Socko. UFO: Made in Ukraine. - The "UFO in Ukraine»,
ufoinukraine.hut.ru). December 31: Right from the bell tower dome of St. Sophia came
flickering orange-red glow in the form of an oval, surrounded by green rays of the halo. Hanging
5-7 minutes then started to move parallel to the horizon and climbed up. Witness - a pensioner N.
Samoilenko (Materials UFO databases in Ukraine (UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru).
1990 - February 22: In the evening over at the house under construction Troyeschina seen a UFO
(UFO materials database for Ukraine (UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru). February 23: Around 6:00
am noticed a bright UFO svyatyaschiysya - pink top, bottom green, took off from Troyeshchyna.
Morning and evening saw a UFO workers Darnytsa RVVS. Repair Base was hanging over bright
ball. The radio police as soon as they arrived at the Repair Base, out of order. It is junk in this
place and after a few days (note the gas. "Prapor communism", 03/25/1990). March 13: At 22.13
in the district of the Kiev Telecentre object seen as a "mushroom cap" from the luminous
pulsating spot in the center. The object is divided into 3 parts, 2 of which immediately
disappeared, but the one that remained began to emit a light beam 3. After 8 minutes the whole
phenomenon has disappeared, leaving a smoky cloud, divided by a strip of yellowish-white
color. (V. Kratochvíle. UFO - a time machine. - K., 1993, J. Socko. UFO: Made in Ukraine. The "UFO in Ukraine», ufoinukraine.hut.ru). In March, near the station. m. "Bolshevik"
("Shulyavka") the picture was taken a strange cloud (Working Paper database of UFO in Ukraine
(UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru). April 22: At about 22.00 Seen a glowing green ball of small
diameter, moved from the city center in the direction of the plant "Lenin's smithy" that
Rybalskaya Peninsula. Motion zigzag. Then the ball went out, leaving three horizontal signal fire
(two side shone white "neon" light, and in the heart throbbed, and lighting turned off, the lightdark red). Trajectory - from the south-west to north-east (According to UFO Portal UFODOS,
ufodos.org.ua). May 16: At 5.21 from the street. Kikvidze in the western sky observed the
maneuvers UFOs. That same night, two UFO hovering in the form of inverted "plates" of the
housing estates Troyeshchyna (V. Kratochvíle. UFO - a time machine. - K., 1993). 17 October:
18.00 in the central part of Kiev occurred some polutumannoe, which has taken some sharp,
unusual air phenomenon, from which the rays (According to UFO Portal UFODOS,
ufodos.org.ua). Over the Independence Square in 23.30 at 500 m appeared triangular UFO with
multicolored lights (D. Lavrov. Second Millennium: chronicle of anomalous phenomena / / gas.
"Today", 12.23.2000). The first week of November: 02.00-03.00 am - on the Square. Victory,
near the Circus sharoobrazy Seen a UFO with a diameter of about 1 m. Colour - orange and
crimson glow from the object originated. The object hovered at a height of human growth,
approximately over the place, where until 1934 there was a church of St. John Chrysostom
(Iron). On the ground in a ball struck the beam - the object on it rose into the sky where the
clouds had disappeared (D. Gordon, G. Kirindyasov. Arilin Red Fountain / / gas. "Evening

Kiev", 01.14.1991). 8 November: Between 2 and 3 o'clock in the morning over the collective
gardens "Cherry" (Kharkiv region) local residents saw a huge object "metallic" colors in the
form of a cylinder surrounded by a halo of light flickering (D. Lavrov. Second Millennium:
chronicle of anomalous phenomena / / gas. "Today", 12.23.2000).
1991 - June 20: In the district of the housing estate in the sky Rayduzhny observed two UFOs bright balls connected by a jumper (a UFO in the form of a "dumbbell"?) (Materials UFO
databases in Ukraine (UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta. ru). August 27: Troyeshchyna. Above the
forest three red balls, a triangle formed. UFO still hung over the forest and disappeared for half a
minute behind him. A few minutes later, the trees rose red beam ("All about UFOs," Well the
library. "Classmate», № 2 1993).
1992 - The beginning of May (the period of full moon): At approximately 03.00 am on
Troyeshchyna observed an unidentified object. It was an ellipse, dull-gray in the center and the
bright white on the edges. The object was hanging motionless in the sky for two hours (the
observation of Maxim AP). July 3: In Kiev sky recorded seven UFOs. Polymorphism was
observed (changing shape) and the departure of objects at high speed (According to UFO Portal
UFODOS, ufodos.org.ua).
1993 - March 19 Evening seen a UFO in the district of the street. The institute. Equilateral
triangular shape object. The body of a dark object against the sky, uniform rectilinear motion. In
the corners of the body of the object were bright green uniform pulsating lights. Wavelength is
estimated to witness 50-40 Nm (Materials UFO databases in Ukraine (UFOBUA),
ufoinv.pochta.ru). Winter The military, with the help of radio aids was discovered invisible UFO
over Goloseevskiy park. Mirgorod was raised from the Su-27 fighter. The pilot does not visually
detected. But on the radar screens of the object for a long time there was over Kiev (M. Gerstein.
On the other side of the UFO. - St. Petersburg. 2001; B. Voronyuk. Under the supervision of
aliens gas. ZN, 12.30.1995).
1994 - It was reported upper-air station in Kiev. Because of the bright silvery light, and a
considerable distance it was impossible to define the shape. Observed the UFO for 50 minutes.
Then he began to move in a southerly direction and disappeared (V. Voroshok. UFO under the
supervision of the Ukrainian military gas. ZN, 12.30.1995).
1997 - February 5 Night of the Kiev flight was seen a few bright lights (According to the
National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). The territory of kindergarten № 629 Queen
Ave, 8 Approximately 4.00 residents of nearby houses were awakened by a feeling of shock and
saw a bright light emanating from the kindergarten. In the morning in the courtyard of a
kindergarten on the snow found 4 large circle with numerous neat concentric circles inside. The
biggest of them reaching 100 meters in diameter. Expected landing, hovering UFO (UFO
materials database for Ukraine (UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru). March 1 In st. M. Mościcki
Street. (Hem) observed an object in the shape of an inverted saucer with a protruding from the
top of the dome. It silently hovered at a height of 30-50 m. swinging in the air and described the
circles, then suddenly disappeared, that would just suddenly appear in another place a short
distance from the former (note to x. UFO», № October 2001).
1998 - January Numerous witnesses observed a UFO over Borshagovkoy. October From the
observatory in Kiev at about 21.00 was seen UFOs. Bright spot, resembling a star, moving
zigzag, with sharp jerks to the side. The object is sometimes slowed down, and then, flying a
considerable part of the sky, flared and faded (Proceedings of All-Ukrainian UFO Forum,
ufoinukraine.org.ua).

1999 - February 20 At Troyeschina at 1525 in the sky over a vacant lot, a distance of about 250
m from the Mint, at a height of 25-30 m seen a UFO disc-shaped silver-colored object with a
diameter 0.5-1.2 m hanging in the air slightly swaying from side to side Site Materials UFOs and
secret projects», ufo.kiev.ua). On December 28. Above the town were seen orange balls (VA
Chernobrov. Chronicles of visits UFOs. - Architectural project Kosmopoisk», kosmopoisk.org).
2000 - Beginning of February In the sky over Kiev seen some glowing circles and UFO's
classical type (V. Chernobrov. Chronicles of visits UFOs. - Architectural project Kosmopoisk»,
kosmopoisk.org; Working Paper database of UFO in Ukraine (UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru).
2002 - 23 May. At 22.40 on the St. Andrew's descent spotted two bright, unblinking point. One
bright spot is rapidly crosses the sky, passing very close near another bright point. She had the 34 seconds for the passage across the visible sky (UFO materials database for Ukraine
(UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru).
2003 - September 30 At 22.12 on the Ave Otradnyj seen fast-moving object in the sky discoid
shape. At the bottom hemisphere was located four unblinking light source. Two closely spaced
to each other white lights - in front of the object, and two - red and blue, are located at some
distance from each other - in the rear part of the object. The direction of motion of the object
from SW to NE. Minimum diametric size of the object - 418 m. Estimated speed in a 1672 m s
or 6019 km h. December 13 At 16.10 on Pobeda from the car directly on the axis of motion
(from west to east) at a height of approximately 2.5 km to 20 km distance from south to north
slowly moving oblong object completely white, without gloss, color. Its form is represented as a
flat picture a rectangle with rounded lateral upper corners. The object was moving away from the
airport Juliani (Materials UFO databases in Ukraine (UFOBUA), ufoinv.pochta.ru).
2004 - May 4 Around 22.55 on Kiev in the southern hemisphere (most likely in the district of the
Big Dipper) noticed a strange movement of the stars. She moved to northern hemisphere with
short stops zigzagging and then disappeared from sight. The star of medium size, pale blue glow,
even, what a sound was absent. May 15 Between 2200 and 200 on Troyeshchyna observed a
strange star. She flew from the south-east to north-west at high speed. Flying in a straight line ten
degrees, he abruptly changed the direction of north. Having made a few more maneuvers the
object disappeared from the area of observation (Proceedings of All-Ukrainian UFO Forum,
ufoinukraine.org.ua). 20-29 May Array Towers. Have you seen a UFO at least four times - 20,
21 numbers in a week and a month later (UFO had two). Around the same time - from 23.00.
Flowed in three colors - red, green and yellow flowers (UFO sighting in Ukraine Kiev, site
materials ufology.da.ru). Summer At 02.03 am I with my brother watched the dazzling bright
white object in the form of yuly, which hung for about an hour of art. w d Kiev-Volyn. Lower
cone yuly was more truncated. The approximate height of 100-150 m. The last fifteen minutes
the object moved over the station, slightly to the north-west (follow-author)..
2005 - January 30 At 1909 on Obolonsky Avenue noticed two cigar-shaped UFO, elongated
along an axis perpendicular to the surface. Direction of movement of the C-S in the direction of
the array Growers. Yellow-white glow body sites, the boundaries blurred due to stay above the
cloud base (Proceedings of All-Ukrainian UFO Forum, ufoinukraine.org.ua). Mid-August Night
of the street. Neva seen the object, it first increased, then decreased and procherknul line in the
sky, leaving a glowing trail fast. Then another small object flew in an arc for a minute or two
most visible at night. September 4 At about 22.20 on the Ave Otradnoe was spotted a triangular
UFO - a series of three lights on top of them is another. Lights by color and brightness of the
stars in the sky looked like. UFO suddenly changed direction by 90 º (lateral movement started),
quickly Decrease in size and disappeared (Proceedings of All-Ukrainian UFO Forum,
ufoinukraine.org.ua). December Late evening. Above the factory on the street. Ushinskogo 28 at

a height of 7.9 storeys, almost horizontally, flying object of small dimensions. Direction - to CB, approximately from the airport apartment (at an acute angle to the direction along the street.
Ushinskogo). The object was moving at high speed (flashed for a few seconds), length - about 1
m, color - bright white. The shape of the object resembled a mini-comet, so as a left back for the
tail (supervising author.). Also in December, twice over Troyeshchyna observed a luminous
sphere with three windows (Sokolov. Again UFO Gas. Komsomolskaya Pravda, 22.12.2005.
December 13 About 1630 pm from the street. Shchorsa in the sunset sky observed bright orange
moving 3.2-point line. Presumably - the reflection of the setting sun on the bottom of the matte
surface is low drift of the dense body (minutes of the meeting of the Coordinating Council of the
Ukrainian Scientific-Research Center for the Study of anomalies Probe № 1 (26), 2006).
2006 - Spring Late evening. Podil over a hundred meters above the houses spotted a triangular
UFO. 26 May 1822 was observed in the four-cornered object with smooth corners. He was flying
from the side Shulyavka Andrew descent (approximately from west to east). In the district of the
street. B. Zhytomyr UFO slowed down, then some of Andrew fi. slowly rose up and disappeared
in the clouds (Proceedings of All-Ukrainian UFO Forum, ufoinukraine.org.ua). June 1 At about
01.30 my brother and I watched the object spherical shape. Half an hour he still hung at a height
of 150-200 m southeast of Art. w d Kiev-Volyn (closer to the airfield Juliani). It is possible that
this observation applies to the comet, often referred to in those days in the media. The comet
may resemble a ball, when to fly straight toward the observer (observation of author)..
September 8 Around 21.00 on Voskresenka was seen a bright white dot. She stayed there
motionless for 3-4 minutes, then flew to the NW, and gradually broke up into 2, 3, and 4.
Somewhere over the two front points Vyshgorod almost merged, third faded and disappeared,
the 4th continued to move at the same distance with the same brightness. After some time, 2
front again parted, and soon, with the 4th, had disappeared from sight. Around this same time,
about 15 km east of Kiev near the airport Borispol was seen in the sky, a round object. UFO
moved slowly around the West to the Northeast. It consisted of a number of shimmering green
and white balloons, one of them after a while, broke and began to descend (Proceedings of AllUkrainian UFO Forum, ufoinukraine.org.ua). September 11 Around 0200 the park of Partisan
Glory (Darnitsa) was seen a UFO. Object shimmered in different colors and consisted of moving
(mixing) of balls. Balls then dispersed in different directions, then gathered at one point. Then
the UFO took blurry shape (round rim, inside the cigar-cone) and flew with great speed
(Proceedings of All-Ukrainian UFO Forum, ufoinukraine.org.ua; W. Kaminsky. Darnitsa UFO
over the gas. Today, 09.09.2006). October 19 At about 23.10 the hills somewhere in the district
of St. Andrew fi. came a swarm of fiery orange dots. They flew in bulk - first, there were about
15, then from 5-7 to 2 and the single spark. Lights flickered, moved straight and fast, but
sometimes changed direction and went to the decline. Two fire from the swarm merged into one,
and so continued to fly. The rate is comparable with the plane, the height of 200-300 m. A light
flew nearly Kontraktova pl. But before turning to the side of the Dnieper, stood in the sky, and
continued to move only after him flew two more fire . Lights flew through the Dnieper Rybalsky
Island and disappeared from sight over Voskresenka. Somewhere over the left bank in the midst
of this swarm flew the plane and fires disappeared from sight (A. Zіkora. In the fourth over
Kiєvom bachili UFOs. - Information portal UNIAN», unian.net; Materials Forum MagnoliaTV», magnolia.com.ua).
2007 - February 18 Around 01.30 am - I, my father and brother saw an object over Solomenko.
For the first time a UFO was spotted in the district of Karavaevy dach. UFO is a thin horizontal
line, composed of many small twinkling points. These points shone a bright turquoise. On both
sides of line shimmering little curled up like a mustache. It is possible that UFO in the form of
plate was a bit tilted to the west - toward the observer. Object for 2.5 hours slowly drifted to a
height of 200-300 m in the direction of Jules - roughly along Chokolovskogo Blvd. (Followauthor).. On the night of 7 to 8 April Above the Caves, noticed three bright fire balls, a triangle.

Of objects flashed the beam toward the monastery. Soon came the fourth object, and the whole
structure took the form of romba.Po other evidence, some objects appeared and disappeared, and
the two luminous balls were blue rays. One stretched in the direction of Laura, the other - toward
Downtown (According to the information portal Browser», obozrevatel.com). May 9 Late in the
evening during the fireworks seen in the sky two svyatyaschih beam (projector). These rays at
intervals 5-10 min appeared object of triangular shape. Length of about 2 m - flies in the beam is
slowed down and then takes off and accelerates (Report on the portal «ForUm», for-ua.com). On
July 18. At 1120 UFO Seen in the district of Bereznyakov. He was moving at low speed at high
altitude along the embankment of the Dnieper in the direction of suburban areas and the airport
Borispol. The object was shaped like a flat ball and the edge was noticeable neon glow
(According to the National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua).
2008 - January 27 From 17.30 to 18.00 on Syrets (in the district of the metro Dorogozhychi) high
in the sky was visible orange dot with black bars at the top. Then it turned into a big orange ball,
which moved from side to side. Then the ball broke in two and exploded, leaving a smoke trail
(Note to the gas. Today at 31.01.2008). February 26 UFO seen from the Arch of Friendship of
Peoples, from about 2054 to 2058. 12 luminous objects moving in the air quite deliberately, but
with different speeds. The objects moved by the Ukrainian House in the direction of
Troyeshchyna. They shone with a bright yellow-inconstant light (According to the National
Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). February 27 In the evening over Khreschatik seen
about a 10 round glowing objects. They flew slowly semicircle at about 200 m. They were
followed by another two. They seemed to be moving on to the European Bessarabki Sq. and then
to the Dnieper (According to the National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). March
Also spherical UFO was seen, which is within 10 minutes hanging over the building of gas.
Komsomolskaya Pravda (street Frunze, 104) (N. Malkin. UFO most like Hem and Pechersk
gas. Komsomolskaya Pravda, 03.28.2008). March 7 In the district of the IEC (Brovarsky Ave,
15) in the sky seen a luminous object the size of the polar star. UFO rose to the clouds and lit
them, and then rapidly decreased and disappeared from view (According to the National
Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). March 18 At 14.23 on Kiev time UFOs flying over
m. The left bank. Egg-shaped form, color - white, size - about 8-12 m altitude - about 12 m. UFO
released several probes, which circled over him and flew back. The direction of flight - in the
woods between Brovary and Kiev (Ukrainian UFO Materials Forum, ufoinukraine.org.ua). May
Above the disc-shaped UFO seen Kiev matte color. The direction of flight - W-B (from news
program channel Inter). May 11 At 16.15 on the intersection of ul. Tank and Kuzminskaya in the
sky about a half hour there was egg-shaped object in black. Object for a long time hung at one
point, sometimes takes the form of fuzzy triangle. Then the UFO flew in the direction of the
park, slowly began to climb, and went out of sight (According to the National Archives UFO
Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). May 18 Around 21.00 in the district of about. Telbin (birch) in the
sky at the clouds appeared and moved to a decent speed of about five balls. Objects were quite
large and light. One was in front, behind him - two and then two more ... they have followed
over the lake towards the bridge Paton and fled into the clouds. After five minutes, four more of
the ball floated in the same direction (According to the National Archives UFO Ukraine,
httpufobua.org.ua). May 29 Obolon Street. North. Around 21.00-21.30 seen a UFO, emitting an
orange glow. Uniform speed, moving horizontally at high altitude with NW to SE (According to
the National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). June 20 During the festival, fireworks
on Hem seen a UFO in the shape of a plate (). The color of the object as a car headlight in red at
night, a slow speed. Presumably, the Chinese lantern in the sky (From the National Archives
UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). June 23 Over Kiev was captured on video cigar UFO. The
object of silver-white color, altitude - about 50 meters closer to the rear of two visible darkening,
similar to the dark vertical stripes (According to UFO Portal UFODOS, ufodos.org.ua). 12 July
At 23.10 on Obolon spherical UFOs were seen. These three balls appear somewhere over the
territory of the brewery, and started moving toward the northeast, - told the witnesses, noting that

they were just 50 more stars, the fiery-red, moving very slowly. Balls surrounded by something
like a halo. Then the UFO flew over the house and observers had to run across to the neighbors.
But on the other side of the house has come up only one ball, and then he disappeared.
(According to the information portal Browser», obozrevatel.com). August 3-4 On the night of
the fourth number on the Dnieper, vacationers noticed an unusual luminous balls. About 20 UFO
flying slowly at about 10 km. When discussing the strange phenomenon became clear that this
was observed recently in Dnipropetrovsk (Based on the National Archives UFO Ukraine,
httpufobua.org.ua). August 24 Around 22.00 Troyeshchyna was seen over the object,
presumably a triangular UFO (or about ten individual small luminous objects flying wedge).
Flight quiet, straight, about the direction - North-South (From the National Archives UFO
Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). August 31 Around 21.00-21.30 Podil seen over the orange
kulechki. Four of the object passed in silence over the street. Prague, elevation 400 m.
Presumably, Chinese lanterns in the sky (From the National Archives UFO Ukraine,
httpufobua.org.ua). 7 September 21.00-22.00. Above Goloseevsky seen Mr. 30 orange objects.
They came from the south, and the like take off and quickly flew towards raw. A line of orange
dots spread out over a long distance (According to the National Archives UFO Ukraine,
httpufobua.org.ua). On October 10. Day of Troyeshchyna seen object of triangular shape, which
soon disappeared, how-to evaporate (According to the National Archives UFO Ukraine,
httpufobua.org.ua). December 27 Over Kiev observed object in the form of a huge star. Height below the clouds. UFO periodically change their sizes, but hung motionless, and then changed its
color to orange and eventually swam in a straight line towards the Pechersk Lavra. The object
appeared to March 2009, at the same time - approximately 17.15, 20.45 in away. But not every
day, and at intervals of several days. Sometimes a UFO could be seen for several days in a row
(From the National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua).
2009 - January 31 Around 21.00 over the houses on the street. Kharkiv flew a group of UFOs
(20-30 pc). The objects were round and very bright shining (Based on the information portal
mamarama.ru). 3 May 2230-2240, on the square. Victory in the sky seen the red and yellow ball.
At first, he fell silent along the curve toward the square. Victory, and then flew toward
Solomenska Sq. (SW) (According to the National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua).
May 18 01.00-02.00 am, on the Caves of p-rated (the new Botanical Garden) observed two
UFOs. White with soft, like a glowing edges. Several times flying near trees (According to the
National Archives UFO Ukraine, httpufobua.org.ua). 26 May With the first twilight of one of the
sleeping districts of the UFO was seen svyatyaschiysya. The object was hanging motionless in
the sky. The apartments nearby houses were seen power outages. A few minutes later the UFO
began to descend to the ground and disappeared (according to the information portal Browser»,
obozrevatel.com). End of June The sky above promenade Obolonska watched about 30 red
spots. Witness John T. It was midnight ... they were flying, five at once, then some distance ...
then three more. They moved almost in a row, one band ... Then at one point they began to rise
up and disappear into the sky. Direction - from the side Troyeshchyna Petrovka. UFO observed
within 10 min (from a letter from a witness the author of this history). September 15 At 20.45
from west to east at a very high speed moving spherical object in bright yellow. At the fourthfifth second observation object flashed a bright white light, an increase in the volume of a few
times, then began to die out without reducing the speed to extinction. End of August Late in the
evening over Obolon observed object yellow. The rate of half the flying aircraft. After a straightline motion slowed to a stop, made a half circle, then slowly faded, or just climbed. He was
flying from the left bank, and disappeared in the direction of the Kiev Sea. September 19 From
22.00 to 23.00 over Obolon spotted a group of objects. The height of 150-300 m, the speed in
half the aircraft flying at Boryspil. Direction - from Toompea. The first object - yellow, headed
southwest towards Shulyavka. Moved staggering in the hand with a further climb. The second
UFO over 40 seconds was partly in the same direction then freezes the yellow light changed to
white, then blue, and reduced in size and became indistinguishable from the stars. Like the
second behaved objects 3 and 5, the difference was only in the directions of extinction the west

and northwest. The fourth object is distinguished from all the Company from the yellow light it
turned into a little cloud like a waving (or rotating) a jellyfish with a barely noticeable 3-4 lights white and blue at the bottom. UFO began to decline towards the shopping center Caravan
or husbandman.

Additional data
Evidence of my friend Tamara T. The events took place in the summer of 1991,
Troyeschina. The apartment is on the street. Chestnut of nights year-old son woke her mother
and complained that it scared a strange creature, What a little man running around the room and
then jumped on the couch. To allay children's fears his mother took his little son's hand and
peered into the room. Creature was not there, but outside ... Outside the contrary between the
houses was a large fireball. A woman was seriously frightened, and wished that her husband was
out fishing. Rest of the night was carried out with almost no sleep.
This story had its continuation. After a few months old son began to talk about his new
friends. He said he had some substance to it and offer my mother to fly with them. The woman
flatly refused. Present during the conversation neighbor jokingly suggested his candidacy. Son to
think, and said that he asked permission from their friends. A few days later a neighbor asked the
child if she was allowed to go sailing. And then the little boy uttered the phrase, after which it
was not joking Yes, I agree! But only when you are a big moon. In the future child has nothing
to tell - strange creatures he was banned.
Here's another piece of evidence, unfortunately not dated, even a year. B. Sum of
Romanchenko in its publication UFO over Kiev writes They say that the UFO hovered over
Desenkoy near the Moscow Bridge (Kiev). It was Sunday. The summer. On a beach full of
people. Plate is very well seen against the background of azure sky and the blue surface of the
water. Were visible even pink dots, pulsate, like advertising lights. Unfortunately, the vision
soon vanished (V. Romanchenko. UFO over Kiev Well. Kiïv», № 9-10 1995). There is also
evidence of numerous UFO sightings from the Castle, the (Castle Hill Well. Playbill, 1521.09.2004). According to rumors, a park often arrive Navodnitsky UFO (G. Fudim). In
knigeRomanchenko Sum of its publication in UFO over Kiev writes They say that the UFO
hovered over Desenkoy near the Moscow Bridge (Kiev). It was Sunday. The summer. On a
beach full of people. Plate is very well seen against the background of azure sky and the blue
surface of the water. Were visible even pink dots, pulsate, like advertising lights. Unfortunately,
the vision soon vanished (V. Romanchenko. UFO over Kiev Well. Kiïv», № 9-10 1995). There
is also evidence of numerous UFO sightings from the Castle, the (Castle Hill Well. Playbill, 1521.09.2004). According to rumors, a park often arrive Navodnitsky UFO (G. Fudim). In the
book, Kiev Raokrioma magician The Secret of Thunder 13 is mentioned, that in 2002 the
representatives of the Knights Templar (by that time already overclocked) photographed UFOs
near Green Theatre. In televezionnoy program parallel world (Channel STB), two witnesses
described the emergence of several objects resembling bombs over the bridge and the Caves of
the cigar-shaped object Pechersk Lavra.
Analysis
Despite the relatively small number of reported UFO sightings over the facts of Kiev, a few
observed patterns. Ufologists have long observed activation of a UFO in 1989, currently known
more than a hundred cases of UFO sightings over Kiev. Peak occurrences (mini-flyap) is for
1989-1990. The activation of the UFO in 2006-2009. The impression is that UFOs are attracted
complications of the political situation in the country.
Twice over the water park (in 1980 and 1989.) During the summer period was observed
unusual barrel-shaped UFO. In 1987, a teenager Kiev agreed to fly to another planet and the
barrel was stolen vehicle.

In November 1990, a UFO appeared over the place, where once were located n. John
Chrysostom (Iron). Interestingly, the annual Christian festival, dedicated to St. John Chrysostom,
and coping in November (26th, New Style).
Minimum of UFO activity is in January, April and August, the maximum - in May and
December. Spring and winter - most observations fall to 25-30% of patients less summer - the
minimum number of observations.
Most observations occurred in the evening, from about 21.00 to 23.00. Most often seen
UFOs in the form of a globe (20 cases), about half the observations have on disk-shaped objects.
The triangular shape is observed in less than ten cases a little less observation falls on the
elongated (cigar) and elliptical body (about four observations). Among them we should mention
two November 29, 1989 over the southern tip of Kiev, the right bank (Holosiivskyi forest) and
almost a year - November 8, 1990 on the southern tip of Kiev left bank (of the Kharkov array).
Barrel-shaped and square UFO seen twice. Once observed objects in the form of yuly and
dumbbell. Observation of the mini-comets in December 2005 can be attributed to the spherical
UFOs, plasma which, under the pressure of the air formed a tail. Polymorphism was observed on
several occasions - the apparent change in shape of a UFO. So an object that turned into a
luminous cross, seen twice - November 12, 1989 over the ENEA and November 29, 1989, flying
in the direction of ENEA.
Recent years have seen the activity of numerous small objects flying swarm (sometimes
lining up in a specific geometric shape).
Now consider the districts of UFO sightings and their trajectories. Until 1990, most of the
UFO clearly gravitated to the p-well and ENEA Goloseyevsky forest. According to legend, the
cows, which grazed here in the Middle Ages, gave birth to dragons (unusual freaks) instead of
the calves. Starting in the 90s. More than half of the observations of unidentified objects have to
Troieschyna. Seen UFO activity in the district of the airport, Juliani. Flight trajectories other
UFO almost always directed toward the Dnieper River - on the left bank.
Please witnesses of UFO sightings and wish to collaborate to write to me at vadimljashenko@yandex.ru

